Our priority is the safety and health of Hualapai Tribe. The Incident Management Team along with all of tribal departments and Indian Health Services are working together to prepare and respond to COVID-19 cases.

PRESS RELEASE

COVID-19 UPDATE AS OF 01.07.2021

236 TOTAL POSITIVE CASES
13 TOTAL DEATHS
179 TOTAL RECOVERIES

2 NEW POSITIVE TEST
44 POSITIVE
3195 TOTAL TESTS

We encourage community members experiencing symptoms to call the Peach Springs Indian Health Clinic at (928) 769-2900 to schedule an appointment and then call the Hualapai COVID-19 Response Team Public Information Officer to schedule transportation. If you feel more severe symptoms, such as shortness of breath, please call EMS at (928) 769-2205.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT THE PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICER
TELEPHONE: (928) 769-0001, 0002, 0003. WEBSITE INFORMATION:
WWW.HUALAPAI-NSN.GOV